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Episode 3: The Calm before the Storm – a synopsis

Episode Three opens with Miscov regaining consciousness, then searching his crew for any 
signs of life and his ship for any vestiges of power. Finding neither, he stares at star patterns 
he does not recognize and yells out "Brennarrrrrrr" in frustration.

In Lawrence, thanks to Autumn's doctoring, Val regains consciousness. Nika fills him in on 
what transpired while he was unconscious. 

Back on the ship, the stranger - Jamieson - attempts to escape while the others snooze, using
a hidden devise to burn off the ropes that bind him. However, Jeb awakens just in time to 
thwart him, blasting him with the taser rifle before he can unleash a grenade.

Sarah, accompanied by Doc Griswold, pays Nika's group another visit and Val takes a shine 
to her as well. Sarah, Doc, and Gonzo leave to organize a town meeting so that everyone can 
be warned of the impending doom about to descend upon Lawrence.

Meanwhile, Anderson and his men continue their trek toward Lawrence, stopping at a 
farmhouse to water their horses. The property owner is not keen on allowing them to do it and 
violence ensues. 

Back on Hogback Ridge, Quantrill gets news that a squadron of men headed to join him were 
turned back by Union soldiers. He doesn't take the news well.

The town meeting is held and the townsfolk hear Sarah's impassioned plea to deal with the 
threat that they face. With Autumn's knowledge of the history of the event, the town formulates
a plan to thwart Quantrill and his gang. However, three locals undo this by secretly meeting 
with Quantrill to warn him of the town's ambush.

Back at the ship, Jamieson has regained consciousness and convinced Tobias that he didn't 
kill his family but might know who did. The two ride off on their horses to find the culprits, 
leaving Lizzy and Jeb stranded at the ship.

Lizzy radios Nika about what has transpired. Nika and Gonzo are prepared to come get them 
but instead end up replacing the window in Sarah's saloon while she and Val bring the wagon 
to the ship, indicating that Val is ready to confide in Sarah the truth about who they are and 
where they are from. 


